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We’re for 
Simple. People-powered companies 

need people-focused furniture. 
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10-day delivery. 
The moment you place your order, we’re 
working to get your product to you ASAP. 
So you and your team can get exactly the 
furniture you need, right when you need it. 
Who says quality furniture can’t be quick?

Office seating 
shouldn’t be 
hard work.
Seating for every corner of your office. 
Now more than ever, our agile, modern, 
and quick furniture solutions are made to 
work for you. We’ve expanded our product 
offerings to include simple solutions for 
your entire office—front to back.

More than digital tools. 
From our Product Configurators to our 
Space Planning Quiz and Virtual Tours, 
our brand-new digital tools are more 
than just accessories. They’re designed 
to make the furniture-buying process 
truly stress-free.

Modern styles for today’s workplace.
Fresh, adaptable seating that will 
make people flock back to the office. 
No, seriously. 
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Seating

There’s no  
place like office.
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Better seating by 
the count of 3.

Designed performance. 
Our portfolio ensures support, 
comfort, and wellbeing for 
all types of users. Partnering 
with Steelcase guarantees our 
products meet the testing and 
performance expectations of 
high-quality seating, at a value 
price point. 

Comfort you can afford. 
Chairs that are budget-focused 
can compromise quality and 
performance. Ours don’t.  
Why? Because your people 
deserve comfort, and you 
deserve affordable. 

Leave upcharging behind. 
We won’t upcharge you for 
core features. With us, all the 
good stuff comes standard. 
Pick your model and your 
materials, and we’ll handle 
the rest.

1 2 3
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Go ahead, flex.
Space meets seating.  
We build furniture to fit your workflow. So whether your team needs to 
focus, learn, or relax, we’ve got your space covered. And when it comes to 
performance, you didn’t even need to ask. After all, seating is what we do. 

Work   Getting things 
done at your 
desk.

Connecting in 
the in-between. 

Multi-
Purpose

Working 
better as 
a team.

Shared
Space
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Work

Performance for 
workstations and offices.
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Jaku

Zilo

Siya

Bodi

Tailored for
performance. 

Designed 
for price point.

Our workstation and office performance 
chairs offer a range of ergonomic 
solutions—from elite to economical.

Meet our fleet of high performers 
for workstations and offices. 
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Tailored Adjustments. 
Supports up to four multi-position back stops; allows all 
users to adjust the recline to their preferred angle.

Back Support. 
Innovative knit mesh in the backrest conforms to any 
and every spine to provide flexibility and support.

Simplified Controls. 
User-friendly dial knob with audible “click” gives the 
user complete control to fine-tune preferred postures.

A best-in-class ergonomic 
performing task chair at a 
value price point.

Jaku

Lumbar-flexor 
support

Multi-point 
back stop

Adjustable seat depth

3D knit mesh

Removable 
Velcro cover

Tilt tension “click” dial

Advanced synchro tilt

3D adjustable 
arms
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Modern Aesthetic.
A clean, light-scale design that works with you—
from the top down.

Full Support. 
A true one size fits all—4-dimensional arms with height, 
front-to-back, pivot, and even width adjustment.

Universal Design. 
A consistent look office-wide, from private office to 
individual desks and everything in between.

High, articulating back 
provides an elegant design 
and enhanced comfort.

Siya

Lumbar-flexor 
support

Dynamic spinal 
support

4D adjustable 
arms

Advanced 
synchro tilt

Upright
back lock

Removable 
zipper cover

Tilt tension 
knob

Seating Guide 2023 | Work

Adjustable 
seat depth



Lumbar-flexor 
support

Waterfall 
mesh seat

Advanced synchro tilt

Tilt tension 
knob Upright back lock
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Family of Products. 
Mid- or high-back, fixed or adjustable arms, 
base finishes, and stools.

Proven Performance. 
Our best-selling chair for years. One sit and 
you’ll understand. 

Design Choice. 
Available in all-mesh, fabric, polyurethane, 
and leather seat cover options.

Near endless options and style 
with full user control, intuitive 
adjustments, and visual choice.

Zilo

Seating Guide 2023 | Work

3D adjustable 
arms

Adjustable 
seat depth
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Budget Minded. 
An effective, price-focused solution for 
the workplace.

Essential Performance. 
Satisfies workplace strategies for better 
well-being.

Thoughtful Design. 
An intentional fusion of clean, soft design 
with simplified performance.

A value-driven task chair 
with all the essential 
ergonomic features.

Bodi

Lumbar-flexor 
support

Basic 
synchro tilt

1D adjustable 
arms

Removable 
zipper cover

Adjustable 
seat depth

Multi-point
back lock

Seating Guide 2023 | Work
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Multi-
Purpose
All the best choices for 
meeting, learning, agile, 
and cafe spaces. 
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A happy medium between long-term function 
and short-term work. We’ve helped bridge the 
two for the modern office.

From quick sits

to dynamic 
collaborations. 

Tizu Nest Bixby

Seating that multitasks as
hard as you do (or tries to). 

FL-X Tizu WorkBixby Lite Work



Designed for all 
of you, tailored 
to each of you.

Designed to encourage natural 
movements and healthy posture 
for all users, while maintaining 
easy adjustability for individuals. 

Own your style and 
brand your workspace 
with our litany of 
material selections, 
from bold colors to 
timeless neutrals. 

Dress it up or 
keep it casual.

Choices for the 
office of today.

Whether it’s unscheduled collaborations, fluid 
office settings, or dynamic worktimes, we’ve 
designed options for the modern workflow. 

Seating Guide 2023 | Multi-Purpose
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Shared 
Space
Expressive styles for 
cafe and social spaces.
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Welcome to work. Now make yourself 
comfortable. Thanks to our partnership 
with West Elm, our cafe and social seating 
solutions look just as good as they feel.

Styled to make 
a statement.

Sterling Nimbus Slope

Brighton

Mesa

The workplace social scene 
has never looked better.

Lucas

Designed for      
wellbeing.

Seating Guide 2023 | Shared Space



Seating designed for your 
people to recharge and refuel.From cutting 

edge

to classic.
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Make the watercooler 
jealous. Create a bold 
look or a timeless design 
for the most relaxing 
parts of the office. 

From inspired

to iconic.
Seating Guide 2023 | Shared Space
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AMQ 
FTW
We’ve got the goods. Now it’s 
time to choose your faves. 
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With high-performing work chairs, adaptive 
multi-purpose solutions, and supportive lounge 
seating, finding furniture to keep pace with 
your workflow has never been simpler. 

Ensure wellbeing and 
efficiency with seating 
solutions from AMQ. 

Say hello 
to a new 
office.

Say goodbye
to your old furniture.

Work Multi-Purpose Shared Space



amqsolutions.com

Sales Support

General product, pricing, 
and specifying questions; 
quotes; designs; showroom 
mockups; new accounts. 

sales@amqsolutions.com
(888) 234-5098

Orders / Customer Care

P.O.s; orders and 
acknowledgments; 
warranty, punch, and 
installation inquiries. 

orders@amqsolutions.com
(877) 801-0370

Showroom Tours

Showroom tours are available, 
virtual or in person, for a detailed 
deep dive on the products that 
best fit your team. 

showroom@amqsolutions.com 
(616) 890-0970

Let’s chat.


